Citing Electronic Sources (APA)

Based on Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association, 6th Edition pp.198-224. The following examples are for resources retrieved from the Library’s subscription databases.

When referencing a print article obtained from an online database (such as a database in the library), format your citation as you would a print citation for that type of work. According to the APA guide, it is not necessary to include database information in your citation (p. 192). However, speak with your instructor if you have any questions. If your information is from a reference book or encyclopedia obtained through a database, see next page.

Refer below to learn how to include the DOI (Digital Object Identifier) from an electronic source in your Reference page.

For more about citing articles retrieved from electronic databases, see pages 187-192 of the Publication Manual.

What is a DOI?

- A DOI (Digital Object Identifier) is a unique identifying number for an article.

- Many online journals and databases will provide a DOI with each article. When this is present, make sure to include the DOI in your reference.

- It is crucial to include a DOI for articles published in online only journals (no print version available). The DOI will help locate the article even if the web address changes.

- For online scholarly articles retrieved from the journal’s homepage that do not have a DOI, reference the URL.

- For articles found in databases without DOIs, reference the article as you would a print article. The DOI is not required.

PERIODICALS

Journal/Magazine article with a DOI number:


Print Journal retrieved from database with no DOI number:


Online Journal with no DOI number:


Online Magazine Article:


Online Newspaper Article:

OTHER ONLINE/DATABASE SOURCE CITATION FORMATS

E-books:


Online Encyclopedias/Reference works from a Database:

*Example for Facts on File Databases:*

*Example for Oxford Art Online Database*

*Example for MissouriConnections.org (formerly CIS)*

Online Legal Sources:

*Example for Court Case*

*Example for State Code*

*Example for Federal Code*

INTERNET WEBSITES
This refers to Internet sources that the library does not subscribe to, like Google Docs or Highwire Press. At a minimum, a reference of an Internet source should provide a document title or description, a date (of publication, update, or retrieval), and an address (URL). Whenever possible, identify the author(s) of the document.


For more information on APA citation, see the *Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association, 6th Edition*.
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